Dynamic and structural changes in the minimally restructuring EcoRI Bound to a minimally mutated DNA chain.
The dynamics of a protein plays an important role in protein functionality. Here, we examine the differences in the dynamics of a minimally restructuring protein, EcoRI, when it is bound to its cognate DNA and to a noncognate sequence which differs by just a single basepair. Molecular dynamics simulations of the complexes and essential dynamics analyses reveal that the overall dynamics of the protein subunits change from a coordinated motion in the cognate complex to a scrambled motion in the noncognate complex. This dynamical difference extends to the protein-DNA interface where EcoRI tries to constrict the DNA in the cognate complex. In the noncognate complex, absence of the constricting motion of interfacial residues, overall change in backbone dynamics and structural relaxation of the arms enfolding the DNA leave the DNA less-kinked relative to the situation in the cognate complex, thus indicating that the protein is poised for linear diffusion along the DNA rather than for catalytic action. In a larger context, the results imply that the DNA sequences dictate protein dynamics and that when a protein chances upon the recognition sequence some of the key domains of the protein undergo dynamical changes that prepare the protein for eventual catalytic action.